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An independent manufacturer
The benefit of a specialist
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Founded in 1922, SOCOMEC 
is an industrial group with a 
workforce of 3000 people.
Our core business - the 
availability, control and safety of 
low voltage electrical networks 
with increased focus on our 
customers’ power performance.

The culture of independence
The SOCOMEC Group’s independence 
ensures control over its own decision-making, 
respecting the values advocated by its 
own family shareholders and shared by its 
employees.
With around 30 subsidiaries located on all five 
continents, SOCOMEC pursues international 
development by targeting industrial and 
service applications where the quality of its 
expertise makes all the difference.

The spirit of innovation
As undisputed specialists in UPS systems, 
mains supply changeover, power conversion 
and measurement, SOCOMEC dedicates 
nearly 10% of its turnover to R&D. As a result 
the Group can achieve its ambition of always 
being one technological step ahead.

The vision of a specialist
As a manufacturer with complete control 
over its technological processes, SOCOMEC 
is quite unlike the more general providers. 
The Group is constantly improving its fields 
of expertise in order to offer its clients 
increasingly customised, appropriate solutions.

A flexible manufacturing 
structure
Backed by two European centres of 
excellence (France and Italy), the Group also 
benefits from competitive production sites 
such as Tunisia and locations in the major 
emerging markets (India and China).
These sites have all implemented a system 
of continuous improvement based on Lean 
Management principles, and are therefore in a 
position to provide high levels of quality, and 
meet the deadlines and cost requirements 
expected by customers. 

The focus on service
Our manufacturer’s expertise naturally 
extends to a complete range of services 
designed to facilitate the research, 
implementation and operation of our 
solutions. Our service teams have built their 
reputation on reassuring guidance, flexible 
skills and reactivity.

Responsible growth
As a Group which is open to all cultures 
and firmly committed to human values, 
SOCOMEC promotes employee initiative 
and commitment. Working relationships are 
based on the idea of partnerships and respect 
for shared ethics. Through the company’s 
commitment to achieving harmonious, lasting 
development, SOCOMEC fully embraces 
its responsibilities not only towards its 
shareholders, employees, customers and 
partners, but also towards society as a whole 
and its environment. 
SOCOMEC has been a signatory to the Global 
Compact since 2003.
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The most common disservice of a not fully 
reliable electrical system is a break in the 
power supply: either complete breaks, 
lasting from a few seconds to several 
hours, or voltage sags / drops, when the 
voltage falls to below the rated level for 
short times. 

Longer breaks are a problem for all users, 
but many processes, such as continuous 
and synchronised production processes 
or high-value data processing, are 
sensitive to even the shortest of breaks.

Other disturbances that may occur are: 
over voltages, harmonic distortions, 
imbalances, reduction of power factor etc.
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“A perfect power supply must guarantee an uninterruptible service within voltage and frequency tolerance limits with a  
distortion-free sinusoidal waveform. The acceptability of deviations from specified power ratings depends on the kind of use,  
the systems installed and their requirements.”

LE - Leonardo Energy  
(www.leonardo-energy.org) 

What is a Power Quality Audit (PQA) ?

What does the ‘quality’ of energy mean ?

The problems that may arise

The Power Quality Audit (PQA), is a 
service offered by the Socomec UPS 
technical support centre that checks 
the reliability, efficiency and safety of an 
organisation’s electrical system.
It verifies the following aspects:
•  the continuity of the power supply: 

i.e., that the power in the network is 
available on a regular basis and is able 
to ensure the efficient operation of the 
equipment ;

•  the quality of the voltage: i.e., that 
there are no low or high frequency 
disturbances in the network capable of 
damaging the system components.

The PQA uses network analyzers, 
instruments specially designed to detect 
faults and deteriorations and record 
parameters and information that may 
be of use in locating the causes of 
disturbances.

The data is collected and analyzed by 
our engineers, who can then diagnose 
the problems and suggest the most 
appropriate solutions.

A quality electrical power supply must 
be available at all times, always within 
the frequency and magnitude tolerance 
limits, and always with a perfectly 
sinusoidal waveform. A reliable, efficient 
and safe power supply is essential for 
guaranteeing productivity and precision in 
any organisation. Business and industrial 
organisations, public authorities, hospitals 
and laboratories and banking and finance 
groups are relying more and more on 
computerised and electronic equipment 
for their daily work activities. These 
important electrical loads are subject to a 
range of disturbances that adversely affect 
the quality of the power supply and the 
reliability of the electrical system.
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Are you sure your system is reliable, efficient and safe ?

Voltage drop / flicker

What is 
it ?

voltage drops lasting for 
fractions of a second, caused 
by inrush currents

Signs: perceptible flickering in 
incandescent lamps

Causes: starting or stopping of big loads, 
such as an air conditioner 
compressor or a big motor, or 
equipment that draws current 
intermittently

Effects: loss of data, overheating of 
motors, unexpected equipment 
resets and poor / uneven 
visibility (flicker)

Note: voltage drop / flicker constitute 
almost 90 % of electrical 
disturbances

Reduction of power factor

What is 
it ?

increase in the reactive power (VAR) of the load in 
relation to its active power (W)

Signs: cos  is lower than agreed with manufacturer

Causes: addition of excessive capacitive / inductive loads, 
fault in capacitor filters or compensation system

Effects: greater operating costs, penalty charges in 
electricity bills

Note: the cost of remedying the reduced power factor 
problem is much less than the payment of a 
penalty charge
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Are you sure your system is reliable, efficient and safe ?

Harmonic distortion

What is 
it ?

alterations to voltage and 
current waveforms due to 
absorption by the loads at 
frequencies differing by 50Hz 
from the basic one

Signs: not visible without 
instrumentation

Causes: non-linear loads (in almost all 
electronic equipment or drives)

Effects: overheating of electrical  
equipment, wiring and motors, 
automatic switch malfunctions, 
tripping of relays, opening of 
fuses and a general reduction in 
the efficiency of the system

Note: most distortion is attributable to 
the third harmonic, typical of IT 
equipment

Transitory current / over voltage

What is 
it ?

peak of short duration up to 
1ms

Signs: not visible without 
instrumentation

Causes: switching of filter condensers, 
switching large equipment on 
and off, short circuit in wires or 
a lightning discharge

Effects: shorter lamp life, equipment 
stopping / damage, PC crashes 
with memory loss, data 
processing errors, printed circuit 
card burnouts and motor and 
transformer insulation damage

Note: transitory currents are harder 
to detect without a specific 
instrument

Imbalance on three-phase load

What is  
it ?

imbalance in the voltage value of a phase 
(> 2 %)

Signs: not visible without instrumentation

Causes: connected single-phase loads with different 
powers, three-phase load faults

Effects: inefficiencies, overheating, motor and 
transformer faults

Note: imbalances are typical in organisations that 
keep adding new loads to their systems
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The risks

The improvement measures

The advantages of the PQA

Ignoring the symptoms of possible 
disturbances in the electrical system 
could lead to damaged equipment, 
consequently reducing its working 
efficiency and shortening the life span.
The resulting break in critical processes 
(i.e. machine downtime) could lead to a 
loss of earnings that could far outweigh 
the mere cost of the actual operation.

In addition, there is also the likely risk of 
having to bear increased energy costs 
and pay penalty charges in electricity bills, 
with the possibility of legal disputes with 
energy providers.

The quality of the energy can be improved 
by taking action on 3 levels:

1) user’s electrical system ;
2) equipment connected to system ;
3) mains.

If the problem is in the electrical system, 
the PQA could advise the user to 
install active or passive filters, harmonic 
compensators, emergency generators or 
UPS systems, or to intervene directly on 
the system structure (transformers, new 
distribution lines, etc.).

Although the advance of technology has 
led to the introduction of standards that 
tend to reduce the creation of disturbances 
and make equipment less disturbance-
prone, problems can however arise with 
the mismatching of non-homogeneous 
equipment in the same system. The 
PQA makes it possible to find the right 
arrangement within the system.
If the problem lies in the source, or 
electricity mains, the PQA may encourage 
the customer to contact the provider 
in order to improve the supply contract 
parameters.

The PQA final report provides a complete 
picture of the electrical system’s correct 
state of operation.
The report is a tool of primary importance 
for preventive maintenance, in that it lists 
all the measures to be taken promptly 
when disturbances are detected, before 
the negative impact on production and the 
running of the equipment is felt.
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The expertise of a design manufacturer

expert on-site maintenance

Rapid intervention wherever you are

Since 1968, SOCOMEC has been
developing quality products which aim
to provide you with a high quality, secure
supply of electrical energy.
Our teams know what your business
needs and will make full use of their
expertise in fields such as electronic
components, integrated circuits, operating
logics and industrial software engineering.

The technicians and engineers we
dispatch to service your equipment are
specialists in high-quality energy sources
(UPS and rectifiers). The technological
know-how which enables them to repair
the latest and most advanced equipment
is regularly updated.

Our European and worldwide presence
ensures that you will always have
SOCOMEC specialists close to your site,
for a fast and efficient response.



www.socomec.com

hEAd offICE

SOCOMEC GROUP
S.A. SOCOMEC capital 10 816 800€ 
R.C.S. Strasbourg B 548 500 149 
B.P. 60010 - 1, rue de Westhouse  
F-67235 Benfeld Cedex - FRANCE 
Tel. +33 3 88 57 41 41 
Fax +33 3 88 74 08 00 
info.scp.isd@socomec.com

Socomec worldwide

BELGIUM
Critical Power / Power Control & Safety / 
Energy Efficiency / Solar Power Power
Tel. +32 2 340 02 30 
Fax +32 2 346 28 99 
info.be@socomec.com

FRANCE
Critical Power / Power Control & Safety / 
Energy Efficiency / Solar Power
Tel. +33 1 45 14 63 00 
Fax +33 1 48 67 31 12 
dcm.ups.fr@socomec.com

GERMANy
Critical Power
Tel. +49 621 71 68 40 
Fax +49 621 71 68 444 
info.ups.de@socomec.com
Power Control & Safety / Energy Efficiency
Tel. +49 7243 65292 0 
Fax +49 7243 65292 13 
info.scp.de@socomec.com

ITALy
Critical Power 
Tel.+39 02 98 242 942 
Fax +39 02 98 240 723 
info.ups.it@socomec.com
Power Control & Safety / Energy Efficiency
Tel.+39 02 98 49 821 
Fax +39 02 98 24 33 10 
info.scp.it@socomec.com
Solar Power
Tel. +39 0444 598611 
Fax +39 0444 598627 
info.solar.it@socomec.com

NETHERLANDS
Critical Power / Power Control & Safety / 
Energy Efficiency / Solar Power
Tel. +31 30 760 0900 
Fax +31 30 637 2166 
info.nl@socomec.com

POLAND
Critical Power
Tel. +48 22 825 73 60 
Fax. +48 22 825 73 60 
info.ups.pl@socomec.com
Power Control & Safety / Energy Efficiency
Tel. +48 91 442 64 11 
Fax +48 91 442 64 19 
info.scp.pl@socomec.com

PORTUGAL
Critical Power / Solar Power
Tel.+351 261 812 599 
Fax +351 261 812 570 
info.ups.pt@socomec.com

ROMANIA
Critical Power / Power Control & Safety / 
Energy Efficiency / Solar Power
Tel. +40 21 319 36 88 
Fax +40 21 319 36 89 
info.ro@socomec.com 

RUSSIA
Critical Power / Power Control & Safety / 
Energy Efficiency / Solar Power
Tel. +7 495 775 19 85  
Fax +7 495 775 19 85  
info.ru@socomec.com

SLOVENIA
Critical Power / Power Control & Safety / 
Energy Efficiency / Solar Power
Tel. +386 1 5807 860  
Fax +386 1 561 11 73 
info.si@socomec.com 

SPAIN
Critical Power / Power Control & Safety / 
Energy Efficiency / Solar Power
Tel. +34 93 540 75 75 
Fax +34 93 540 75 76 
info.es@socomec.com

TURKEy
Critical Power / Power Control & Safety / 
Energy Efficiency / Solar Power
Tel. +90 216 540 71 20-21-22 
Fax +90 216 540 71 27 
info.tr@socomec.com

UNITED KINGDOM
Critical Power
Tel.+44 1285 863 300 
Fax+44 1285 862 304 
info.ups.uk@socomec.com
Power Control & Safety / Energy Efficiency
Tel. +44 1462 440 033 
Fax +44 1462 431 143 
info.scp.uk@socomec.com
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IN ASIA PACIfIC

AUSTRALIA
Critical Power / Power Control & Safety
Tel. +61 2 9325 3900 
Fax +61 2 9888 9544 
info.ups.au@socomec.com

CHINA
Critical Power / Power Control & Safety / 
Energy Efficiency
Tel. +86 21 52 98 95 55 
Fax +86 21 62 28 34 68 
info.cn@socomec.com 

INDIA
Critical Power / Solar Power
Tel. +91 44 39215400 
Fax +91 44 39215450 & 51 
info.ups.in@socomec.com 
info.solar.in@socomec.com
Power Control & Safety / Energy Efficiency
Tel. +91 124 4027210 
Fax +91 124 4562738 
info.scp.in@socomec.com

SINGAPORE 
Critical Power / Power Control & Safety / 
Energy Efficiency
Tel.+65 6506 7600 
Fax +65 64 58 7377 
info.sg@socomec.com

THAILAND
Critical Power
Tel. +66 2 941 1644 7 
Fax +66 2 941 1650 
info.ups.th@socomec.com

VIETNAM
Critical Power
Tel. +84 8 3559 1220 
Fax +84 8 3559 1221 
info.ups.vn@socomec.com

IN MIddlE EAST

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Critical Power / Power Control & Safety / 
Energy Efficiency / Solar Power
Tel.+971 4 29 98 441 
Fax +971 4 29 98 449 
info.ae@socomec.com

IN AMERICA

USA, CANADA & MEXICO
Power Control & Safety / Energy Efficiency
Tel. +1 617 245 0447 
Fax +1 617 245 0437 
info.us@socomec.com

oThER CoUNTRIES

NORTH AFRICA
Algeria / Morocco / Tunisia
info.naf@socomec.com

AFRICA
Other countries
info.africa@socomec.com

SOUTH EUROPE
Cyprus / Greece / Israel / Malta
info.se@socomec.com

SOUTH AMERICA
Tel. +34 93 540 75 75 
info.es@socomec.com

MORE DETAILS
www.socomec.com/worldwide
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